
Galaxy-One
Cast of Recurring Characters

The Galaxy-One is the flagship of the Intergalactic Coalition headquartered on Earth, a federation of 
planets within the Milky Way galaxy. Equipped with Trans-Galatic Drive allowing travel to any galaxy 
in less than an hour, this Intergalactic Cruiser is enormous, with a hull roughly ten-miles long from bow
to stern and formidable weaponry. The mission of the Galaxy-One is protection of the Coalition 
member planets and galactic exploration in search of global civilizations who wish to join the 
Coalition. The ship is staffed with a specialized crew of both civilians and military officers:

1. ADMIRAL JASON MCCAULEY – 60's, fit for his age with white hair groomed in a typical 
20th century military style. McCauley is somewhat “gruff” with a low, monotone “gravely” 
voice and is a “by the book” commander. He's and in charge of Discovery Missions and 
recruitment of new member-planets.

2. CAPTAIN MATHEW CHAMBERS – 40's, tall, dark and handsome. Chambers is a history 
buff and enjoys quoting 20th century euphemisms. He's more of a “lead by example” 
commander and always exudes a cool, level-headed manner.

3. FIRST OFFICER, COMMANDER ANDREA KERN – 30's, a beautiful blonde. Kern looks 
more like a fashion model than an officer of the Galactic fleet but she is a very dedicated officer
with aspirations of being a Captain.

4. PILOT, LIEUTENANT TYLER ZOHN – 20's, member of a race known as the Banjees 
which are similar to humans with red curly hair and red cat-like eyes. Like most Banjee males, 
Zohn is only 5 feet tall, small and thin but with an intellect far greater than humans. Banjees are
incredible military tacticians even though they have very child-like mannerisms. Zohn has a 
difficult time understanding human behavior but is more than eager to learn.

5. DOCTOR MARLENA JONES – 40's, a short, petite brunette with dark brown eyes and a thin 
build. Doctor Jones is the ships Chief Medical Officer and a specialist in multi-species anatomy.
The Doctor speaks with a slight southern accent and enjoys reading “old-fashioned” books.

6. MARINE SERGEANT, DALE KENSINGTON – 60’s, tall, muscular and sporting a gray, 
"flat-top" haircut. Kensington is the stereotypical Marine Sergeant and is in charge of the 
Coalition Marine Platoon stationed aboard the Galaxy-One, which serves as the ships security 
force.

7. CIVILAN MISSION SPECIALIST, ROBERT RIDGE – 20's, medium height and build, 
short, light-brown hair accentuated by a straight-as-a-knife side-part. Although Ridge is young-
looking for his age he is still and always presents himself in a respectful, professional manner.

8. CIVILAN MISSION SPECIALIST, EDWARD SIKES – 20's medium height and build, 
wavy, jet-black hair and mustache. Sikes is also regarded as an expert in his field and speaks 
with a slight accent of his Spanish ancestors. He likes telling jokes and enjoys pulling pranks on
Ridge.

9. COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER, LIEUTENANT TERRY BECKER – 30’s. well-groomed
and clean-cut, Becker looks like a Harvard Business School graduate. His deep, baritone voice 
and precise articulation of words makes him perfectly suited for his job.


